Chapter XI
if
EXPERIMENTS IN OPPOSITION
k
£den the formation of the new Labour Government
Dught to an end the phase in his career which we can
most conveniently summarize as the £ period of apprentice-
ship '. He had established himself as a parliamentary debater;
the influence of friendly third parties to obtain for Him the
Speaker's eye was no longer necessary. His work with Sir
Austen Chamberlain gave him an almost ex-officio authority
to speak on foreign affairs from the now depleted ranks of
Conservative Opposition. All the evidence suggests that Eden
had been impressed by Sir Austen's personality and diplo-
matic method. If it was the exact contrary to his original in-
tentions, circumstances had forced Sir Austen to become the
apostle of direct contact and discussion. Eden had been able to
see for himself at very close range the full potentialities of this
new departure in the conduct of our foreign relations. How-
ever, in spite of one or two pious assertions, there aje few
signs that Eden was prepared fully to apply a world outlook
to the demands of our day-to-day policy. On the contrary
it would seem that he started from a position somewhere to
the right of Locarno, and only by a big mental effort brought
himself into line with this flamboyant if limited liability.
To Chamberlain's sensitive mind friendship with France
was very largely a matter of culture; for Eden — equally sen-
sitive, but with the impact of the battlefields in adolescence —
it was a literal matter of life and death. From the beginning
we find Eden a sound tactician, selecting the issue, feeling
after the emphasis, intellectually and emotionally at home
with compromise, but in his pleas for friendship with France
we detect a deeper strain of sincerity. It is this very
generosity which perhaps helps to explain a certain blindness
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